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New Year'sEve Arrests Leave More Drivers in Need of Aggressive DUI
Lawyers

Aggressive DUI Lawyer, a network of southern California DUI lawyers, is offering services to
the many drivers who were arrested for drunk driving over the holidays.

San Francisco, CA (PRWEB) January 5, 2008 -- Aggressive DUI Lawyer, a network of southern California
DUI lawyers, is offering services to the many drivers who were arrested for drunk driving over the holidays.

The new year is here, and as the celebrations come to an end, the California Highway Patrol is revealing just
how many drunk driving arrests took place over the holidays. Bay Area law enforcement agencies have been
some of the first to release their drunken driving arrest statistics. They recently stated that 2,736 people were
arrested for driving under the influence of drugs or alcohol in the Bay Area between December 14 and 30.

Undoubtedly, many people in Southern California have found themselves in similar situations, as the statistics
from New Year's Eve will reveal. Aggressive DUI Lawyer, a network of San Diego, Orange County and Los
Angeles DUI lawyers, is offering their services to those arrested on DUI charges in Southern California. With
an experienced DUI lawyer, Orange County, San Diego and Los Angeles residents will likely receive a more
favorable outcome to their case.

More people are arrested during the month of December for drunk driving than any other month of the year,
and many people in Southern California are currently awaiting trial. San Diego, Orange County and Los
Angeles DUI lawyers can assist with these cases, using their expert knowledge to get results. As Bay Area law
enforcement agencies have already shown, drunken driving arrests are an unpleasant but undeniable part of the
holidays. With an experienced DUI lawyer, though, it's possible to start 2008 on the right foot and put those
drunken driving charges in the past.

To find a Los Angeles, Orange County or San Diego DUI lawyer, or to get more information, visit
www.aggressiveduilawyer.info.

About Aggressive DUI Lawyer:

Aggressive DUI Lawyer is a network of specially trained Los Angeles, Orange County and San Diego DUI
lawyers. Anyone who is arrested for drunken driving charges in these three counties can turn to them for
information and assistance in the fight to clear the charges and get their licenses back.

Their basic company principles will ensure the best possible defense:

- Aggressive Defense: As their name says, clients get an extremely aggressive defense provided by a highly
experienced lawyer who will leave no stone unturned and no evidence unquestioned.
- Client's Comfort: They get their clients out of jail in no time and take immediate actions to reinstate their
driving privileges
- Investigations: They'll double check all the evidence and re-analyze all the samples provided.
- Provide the Best Services: Aggressive DUI Lawyer focuses only on misdemeanor, drunk driving and traffic
matters in California.
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Contact Information
Mike Cheslar
Aggressive DUI Lawyer
http://www.aggressiveduilawyer.info/
760 431 8594

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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